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1 What is Managed Cloud? 

Information used in any application, such as Intelligence2day®, must always be 

stored and hosted somewhere. Wherever it is hosted, it must not only be easily ac-

cessible for authorized users, but also be secure from unauthorized access.   

Because of the complexity and importance of hosting information properly, it is 

highly recommended that specialists take care of this. This is the greatest appeal 

of using managed cloud.  

So, what is managed cloud? It starts with the simple truth that every cloud has to 

be managed by someone, which means every business faces two main options: 

● Option A -  It can do everything itself. It can hire and train experts to perform 

all the complex tasks required to manage cloud infrastructure and application 

stacks. Or it can manage and mediate among multiple providers. 

● Option B -  It can employ a trusted partner to manage all or most of its cloud. 

Option B is managed cloud. It’s a service that allows businesses to tap the power of 

cloud computing without the pain of becoming an expert in everything. Companies 

that use managed cloud can focus on their core business — on building great appli-

cations and other new products, and landing new customers. They can stay fast 

and lean, rather than having to swell their payroll with large teams of ops engi-

neers and system administrators and other experts to manage IT that does not dif-

ferentiate their company. 

A managed cloud provider, like Rackspace, offers its customers big economies of 

expertise. The provider’s engineers manage not only the customers’ computing, 

storage, networks, and operating systems, but also the complex tools and applica-

tion stacks that run on top of that infrastructure. Managed cloud allows each cus-

tomer to choose which IT functions it wishes to manage in-house, while leaving all 

the rest to its service provider. 
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2 Rackspace 

Comintelli´s preferred hosting part-

ner is Rackspace – the number one 

managed cloud company. Rackspace 

has over 300,000 customers in more than 120 countries and is the hosting provider 

for more than 60% of the Fortune 100 companies. Rackspace can provide high-

security, world-class global Infrastructure wherever and however the customer 

wants it. If preferred, the infrastructure can also be placed on e.g. Microsoft Azure 

or Amazon Web Services. All alternatives live up to best practice security standards 

and certifications to ensure a secure environment for your information. 

Every year, Gartner evaluates hosting providers according to a variety of parame-

ters, including a vendor's ability to execute and the completeness of their vision. 

For the past two years, Rackspace has been positioned as a leader in their Magic 

Quadrant for Managed Hosting, North America and Europe1.  

                                                 

1 https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-2K50B99&ct=150729&st=sb  

https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-2K50B99&ct=150729&st=sb
https://blog.rackspace.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/rackspace-logo-blog.png
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3 Managed Cloud Services 

Managed cloud services include the technology you need, on demand, managed by 

experts, around the clock. It is powerful, efficient and very scalable. Comintelli 

together with Rackspace will offer the following managed cloud services: 

● Architecture guidance 

● System administration and operations (Ops) 

● System monitoring, alerting, and reporting 

● Performance testing and tuning 

● Proactive communications and support 

● A single point of contact for support 

● DNS management 

● Security and compliance management 

● Backup and disaster recovery 

● Database administration 

● Developer support and training 

If there is a special need for further security, control and performance, it is possi-

ble to set up your own private cloud or customizable dedicated servers.  
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4 Security 

Your applications and infrastructure require a secure environment to keep your 

business running strong. To achieve this, it is vital that everyone involved clearly 

understands the processes and the proactive and reactive measures that need to 

be put in place. 

That is why we believe that security is a partnership—a shared responsibility be-

tween you and us. This collaboration requires input from your business and tech-

nical experts, our architects, security experts, and operations personnel. Each of 

us has a role to play in protecting your application's infrastructure and data. 

At Comintelli, securing our customers’ data is key, which is one of the reasons why 

we have chosen Rackspace as our trusted hosting partner. Rackspace uses best 

practices security standards as described in the ISO 27001 security standard; glob-

ally recognized as the most comprehensive framework for establishing and main-

taining information security best practices within an organization. 

Rackspace facilities in UK, Hong Kong and 

Australian data centres are certified to 

the international standard for information 

security, ISO 27001. This certification also 

includes the internal International Global 

Security Services and Information Tech-

nology Infrastructure Services functions. 

This standard provides a framework for 

managing a business’s security responsi-

bilities and provides external assurance 

for customers as to the scope and scale of 

a secure hosting environment. 
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Maintaining a secure environment for hardware and software is a common concern 

for most companies. This concern tends to become even more manifested when 

companies consider moving their applications onto a dedicated hosted environment 

or a public cloud since on-premises hosting often has been thought of as the safest 

place for important information. However, in the 2014 Alert Logic State of Applica-

tion Security Report2, one can see that a cloud-hosted environment in fact proves 

safer against these three common application threats. 

Common Application Threats 

 

Incident type: Hosting type: Customers Affected: 

Malware/botnet Cloud-Hosted Provider 

On-Premises 

 

11% 

56% 

Web App Attack Cloud-Hosted Provider 

On-Premises 

 

4% 

16% 

Recon 

 

Cloud-Hosted Provider 

On-Premises 

 

6% 

18% 

New research shows that as many as 82% of CIO’s today rank improved data securi-

ty as a top benefit for the cloud3. Other security benefits of having a managed 

cloud solution is that rather than leaving all the responsibility of implementing suf-

                                                 

2https://8026b2e3760e2433679c-

fffceaebb8c6ee053c935e8915a3fbe7.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/whitepaper_pdf/ALERT-LOGIC-CLOUD-

SECURITY-REPORT-Spring-2014.pdf 

3 http://www.rackspace.co.uk/sites/default/files/V1.IDG_.Rackspace.pdf    

https://8026b2e3760e2433679c-fffceaebb8c6ee053c935e8915a3fbe7.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/whitepaper_pdf/ALERT-LOGIC-CLOUD-SECURITY-REPORT-Spring-2014.pdf
https://8026b2e3760e2433679c-fffceaebb8c6ee053c935e8915a3fbe7.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/whitepaper_pdf/ALERT-LOGIC-CLOUD-SECURITY-REPORT-Spring-2014.pdf
https://8026b2e3760e2433679c-fffceaebb8c6ee053c935e8915a3fbe7.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/whitepaper_pdf/ALERT-LOGIC-CLOUD-SECURITY-REPORT-Spring-2014.pdf
http://www.rackspace.co.uk/sites/default/files/V1.IDG_.Rackspace.pdf
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ficient security protocol to the customer, a group of experts will ensure the securi-

ty is up to date and also recommend best practices to reduce vulnerabilities. 

4.1 Security Elements 

The most common security elements for a cloud solution, all of which are included 

in the cloud solutions offered by Comintelli through Rackspace, are described in 

short below. 

1. Dedicated Firewall – An application’s first line of defense of a given applica-

tion. Allows you to control traffic between trusted and untrusted networks. 

2. Intrusion Detection System – Often, attacks take place without the knowledge 

of the system owners. An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) may help making 

these attacks for visible. 

3. Vulnerability Assessment – A fundamental security requirement that helps 

identify exploitable weaknesses in your system through periodic scans. 

4. Web Application Firewall – Filters and blocks non-essential traffic to the appli-

cation layer and can protect poorly coded applications from being abused.  

5. Load Balancers –  Among many features, a load balancer allows for termination 

of SSL-traffic and enables centralized management control. 

6. Log Management – A critical in-depth tool because it helps protect, detect and 

respond to security incidents. Also helps identify unauthorized access attempts 

and provides insightful log data.  
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5 Certifications 

Rackspace is certified according to leading industry standards, such as: 

● ISO 27001 – Information Security4 

● ISO 9001 – Quality 

● ISO 14001 – Environmental 

● SSAE16 Type II SOC1, SOC2 (Security and Availability Only), and SOC35 

● Safe Harbor Certified 

● CDSA Content Protection and Security Standard Certified 

 

 

                                                 

4http://www.rackspace.co.uk/sites/default/files/BSI%20ISO27001%20Certificate%202015.pdf  

5http://www.rackspace.co.uk/sites/default/files/Rackspace%202015%20SOC%203%20Report.pdf  

 

   

    

    

http://www.rackspace.co.uk/sites/default/files/BSI%20ISO27001%20Certificate%202015.pdf
http://www.rackspace.co.uk/sites/default/files/Rackspace%202015%20SOC%203%20Report.pdf
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6 About Comintelli 

Comintelli is a leading provider of Information Access Software, with solutions for 

Knowledge Management and Competitive/Market Intelligence. Comintelli’s mission 

is to create order in information chaos by filtering information according to users’ 

specific needs. The company was founded in 1999 and is based in Stockholm, Swe-

den, with global representation through an extensive partner network.  

Customers include successful Fortune 1000 companies in more than 10 countries, 

such as AkzoNobel, Tetra Pak and UPM Kymmene.  

 

For more information, please contact: 

Phone: +46-8-663 76 00 

E-mail: contact@comintelli.com 

Web: www.comintelli.com  

(Visit our Resource Center for more White papers and Cases) 

 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

Comintelli makes no warranties, either expressed or implied, in this document. Information 

in this document is subject to change without notice. The entire risk of the use or the re-

sults of the use of this document remains with the user. No part of this document may be 

reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by 

any means or for any purpose without the expressed written permission by Comintelli. The 

names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their 

respective owners. 

 Comintelli AB. All rights reserved.  

mailto:contact@comintelli.com
http://www.comintelli.com/
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